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Abstract

uwB is an emerging technology finding a myriad of applications nowadays. mainly in

communication and Microwave Imaging (MI). This is due ro its capability of providing

high data throughput and reasonably good image resolution, respectively. Antenna design

for uwB applications especially fo¡ MI offers significant challenges, as a number of

design constraints have to be satisfied. In this thesis, novel designs of two UWB

antennas, a printed monopole and a slot antenna, have been proposed. The proposed

antennas have impedance Bandwidth (BW) of more than 100% which makes them

suitable for UWB applications. Prototypes of both antennas were constructed and their

frequency and time domain characteristics were investigated numerically and

experimentally. Moreover, a performance study was performed for these antennas when

immersed in three different coupling materials to asses the feasibility of using them i' the

experimental microwave imaging set up for breast cancer diagnosis.
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Chapter 1 : lntroduction

1.1 Project Motivation and Objectives

With the evolution of technology, numerous applications of electromagnetícs have

necessitated the exploration and utilization of most of the electromagnetic spectrr-rm Il]

Ultra Wide Band (UWB) technology is the outcome of that qr.rest for optimum

utilizations of available fiequency resources. UWB has brought revolutionary progress in

the area of communication, RADAR (Radio Detection and Ranging) and Microwave

Imaging (MI) with substantial alleviation of system performance.

This advent of high BandWidth (BW) systems initiated the demand for designing

radiators compatible with all the constraints associated with it. The design ol antennas

with features like convenient geometry, being economical and lightweight, and most

importantly desirable radiation perfonnance over a large frequency span is imperative in

UWB systems. These specifìcations have introduced both a myriad of opportunities and

challenges to the UWB antenna designers.

In addition to communication systems, UWB has found applications in various RADAR

and imaging systems because it ofTèrs good image resolution and high sensitivity.

Specifically, in MI for breast cancer detection, UWB systems have promising potential

because of the high dielectric characteristics contrast between normal breast tissue and

I



malignant tissue [2]. Although. X-Ray mammography is the most widely used method for

breast cancer detection, it has some shortcomings inclLrding the failure to detect cancer in

some cases, diffìculty in detecting lesion in dense breast tissue and risk of harmful

radiations t3]-t8]. Therefore, IVII can be a promising supplement to mammography.

In the MI set up, selection of a proper antenna system is vital as the antenna behaves as a

band pass filter and reshapes the spectra of microwave pulses. In this method, the antenna

is positioned to illuminate the imaging object with a microwave pulse, and either

scattered or reflected electric fìelds from the object are captured through the antenna.

From the received scattered electric field, the dielectric confìguration of the imaging

object is constructed which is called tomography. In the radar-based imaging, locations of

strongly scattering objects can be determined from the reflected fìeld with sophisticated

signal processing algorithms.

In order to transmit and receive very short electromagnetic pulses efficiently, an antenna

has to maintain good rnatching characteristics over a very broad range. The spatial

resolution of the image solely depends on the BW of tlie system. However, after a certain

high frequency limit around 10.00 GHz, electromagnetic,uvaves get attenuated rapidly in

the breast tissue that signals can't penetrate any deeper in the object [9]. At the same

time, lower limit of frequency of operation is determined by the size of the antenna used,

as at very low frequencies antenna size may be of unfeasible to be implemented.

Therefore, a good compromise between the irnage resolution and antenna size is neeclecl.

Although, many antennas exhibit good fiequency domain impedance matching. they have



poor time domain pulse radiation. A good time domain performance is desirable in the

imaging applications. This corresponds to a linear antenna phase response in frequency

domain- FIigh radiation effìciency and constant gain are imperative for UWB imaging

antennas as the power level of the UWB systems is quite low. Excessive losses incurred

by antenna can potentially compromise the performance of the antenna in the imaging

system. Therefore, conductor, dielectric and other losses associated have to be minimized

in order to maximize the overall radiation efficiencv.

Compact volLrmetric antennas such as bow-ties [3], slot line bow-tie hybrid [4]. ridged

pyramidal horn [10], resistively loaded dipoles [11], ancl specially designed bow-tie [12]

have been used in MI. AlthoLrgh, these antenna systems were able to provide images of

the breast with different resolutions. they have some shortcomings. Resistively loaded

dipoles [11] do not have broad BW and resistive loading compromise the overall

efficiency of the antenna. Bow-ties [2] have the similar limitations. The compact

crossed bow ties [3] have a complex configuration to be implemented and fàbricatio¡ of

very small ridged horn with launching plane and lumped resistors [10] is not convenient.

vloreover, fabrication of array of these complex structures is dilficLrlt.

Printed antennas are simple, easy to fabricate and cost-effective. Moreover. planar printed

antennas are easily integrable with other circuitry and an array of printed ante¡¡as can be

easily fabricated. Although, small, printecl UWB antennas are finding numeroLrs

commLrnication applications, they are not considerecl for the imaging set-ups.



In this thesis, an attempt has been made to study the possibility of using small printed

UWB planar antennas in MI. With this objective in mind. two diflere¡t designs

comprising a printed monopole and a printed slot antenna are proposed. The performance

of these antennas in some coupling materials is investigated to imitate antenna behavior

in an actual imaging set up environment. The main objective of this research is to design

and implement UWB printed antennas with high impedance BW, good time domain

response, stable radiation characteristics and convenient geometric features.

1.2 Thesis Overview and Outline

The subsequent chapters of this thesis are arranged in the following lvay:

Chapter 1 is dedicated to the introduction of the problem, a brief str,rdy of the current

trends of UWB antennas in communication and imaging applications. the motivation

behind UwB antenna design and the main objectives associated with this research.

Chapter 2 will provide a cornprehensive background of some of the most elementary

antenna parameters that are used for the design and performance evaluation of most

antennas whether they are of nat'rowband or broadband types. Moreover. brief discussion

of antenna measurement facilities and testing process has been provided in this chapter.

Chapter 3 includes the background of the specifìc antenna of interest. A few key

references have been studied to achieve sufficient insight into different UWB anterlna

topologies mainly designed for communication, GPR and MI applications. As our main

objective is the antenna design for Ml. more specifìcally for breast imaging for cancer

A+



diagnosis, a glossary of the different features of existing microwave breast imaging

techniques has also been presented.

In Chapter 4, a new printed UWB monopole antenna is proposed. The design fèatures of

the antenna in free space are studied. The simulated and measurement results are

presented. Antenna performance while immersed ir, three coupling materials is also

studied to investigate the feasibility of using that antenna under realistic imaging

conditions.

In chapter 5, a novel UWB printed slot antenna design has been proposed. Moreover,

some of the frequency and time domain computed and measurernent results have also

been discussed. Antenna performance while immersed in three coupling materials has

also been investigated.

Finally, in chapter 6, a summary of the contributions of this thesis and comparisons

between the two designed antennas are presented. In conclusion, future work and

recommendations for improvement in the designs are discussed.



Chapter 2: Antenna Fundarnentals

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, various parameters that are used dLrring the design and performance

evaluation of an antenna are introduced. The measurement olantenna characteristics is an

imporlant component in the design and implementation ol new antenna. A solid

understanding of the antenna measurement systems and procedures also helps visLralize

some of the important antenna parameters.

2.2 Fundamental Antenna Parameters

Antenna performance is evaluated based on the satisfaction olsome predefined parameter

specifìcations. This parameter specifìcation is application specifìc. In order to have an

insight into an antenna, a good understanding of these parameters is necessary. The

fi¡ndamental parameters used to fully characterize an antenna behavior include

impedance BW, radiated field regions, radiation patterns, beamwidth, group delay and

phase I inearity, polarization. gain and effi c iency.

2.2.1 Impedance Bandwidth (BW)

In general, the BW of autenna is the lrequency span where the performance of the

antenna satisfies some predefined desirable values. Usually. the BW of the antenna is

6



calculated by examining both its input impedance and variation of radiation

characteristics with a change of frequency. For those antennas lvhose pattern variations

are sensitive to a change in frequency, BW is usually determined using pararneters like

the radiation beamwidth, gain or Side Lobe Level (SLL). Electrically small antennas are

usually more prone to impedance variation with frequency and their bandwidth is

impedance limited. To improve the BW, the antenna has to lully utilize the spherical

volume surrounding its structure ll3]. The impedance BW describes the frequency span

where the antenna is sufficiently matched to the input source or transmission line in such

a way that l}Yo or less of the incident power is lost due to reflection at the port.

Impedance BW of an antenna is basically characterized by the terms Return Loss (RL)

and Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR). To have a detailed insight of antenna

impedance BW, a through study of the antenna input impedance and S-parameters is

essential.

2.2.7.1 Input Impedance

Input impedance which is one of the fundamental parameters of an antenna system is the

impedance presented by an antenna at its input terrninal. When the antenna is isolated

from other objects, input impedance is the self impedance of the antenna. Self impedance

is the combination of the real part, self resistance and the imaginary part, self reactance.

Self resistance has t\,vo components: radiation resistance and loss resistance. The

radiation resistance involves the energy radiated by an antenna whereas loss resistance

represents conductor and dielectric losses incurred by the antenna structure. Self'-



reactance is used to represent the electric and magnetic energy stored in the yicinity of
the near-field region of the antenna.

If a couplingexists between the antenna and its surrounding objects, the input impeda'ce

of the antenna is greatly affected by the mutual impedance as well. This phenomenon is

important in the design of an array of antennas, where separatìon between the elements is

crucial and has substantiar effect on the antenna performance.

In most of the antennas, inpLIt impedance is not frequency independent. Therel-ore.

matching is band Iimited and usually efforts are adopted for increasing rhe impedance

rnatching BW' The matching is usually done for 50e, 75c¿ or 22xetransmission line

impedance by modifying the antenna geometry and feed structures.

2.2.1.2 S Parameters

Scattering parameters or s-parameters are widely usecl in the design and analysis of
antenna and other microwave devices and systems. From the analysis of the s_

parameters, other important antenna specifications such as BW. RL and isolation can be

derived.

If in a transmission line with characteristic impedance of zo and load imped ance of z(l),

Zo:z(t).; there will be no reflection at the port where load is connected. Thais means all

the power supplied by the source will be absorbed by the road. If the terminated loacl

value differs from Z([)., u portion of the inciclent power will be reflected back based on

8



the ditïerence between the load and characteristic impedance value." This mismatch is

expressed by a parameter called Reflection coefficient, f. This is defined as the ratio of
reflected voltage (v2) to incident vortage (vt) by the foilowing fbrmLrra:

r =L!t = 
zQ)- zo

v,rr' ZQ)+ Z,

where, T is the propagation constant and / is the length of the transmission line. A perfect

impedance match is obtained when f=0 and worst impedance match is give' by f= +r or

f:-l that corresponds to open or short circuited load respectively. The reflection

coeffìcient can also be expressed in the time domain in a similar way to its frequency

dornain counterpart, by the ratio of reflected signar over the incident signar:

f-
flrr,6lat

!r',ro¡a,

The relationship between the traveling waves can be illustrated for a two port microwave

device using the Signal Flor,v Graph (SFG) of Fig. 2_ I .

(2.1)

(2.2)
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Here, at each port the term 'a' denotes incoming traveling waves and the term ,å' 
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outgoing traveling wave, both normaltzed to Zn.
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Fig. 2-l A two-port device S parameters

I out#

From the SFC of Fig.2-1, the relation between the irrcoming and outgoing traveling

waves can be expressed as:

Srz

bz

b, : Srra, + Srra, and b, = Sztat + S.,ra,

where,

V out

,,,=41 ,r,r:41 ,s,, =âl unds,,=âlatlur=o arl,,=o arlu,=o a.l

I

I

where, ,S77 and ,S22 are the input and output reflection co-efficient, respectively, ancl ,S27

and ,Sr: are forr,vard and reverse transmission co-efficient, respectively. .S¡7 and ,S::

indicate signal transmission between two ports of the system.

ã2

(2.3)

l0

(2.4)



The antenna RL can be calculated by

rnultiplying itby 20,

RL = 20 togl.g,,l

A good impedance matching is usually indicated by the RL vah-re of less than or equal to

-10 dB. By plotting the RL as a function of frequency, the frequency span, where antenna

RL is less than a specific value are determined to evaluate the impedance BW of the

antenna.

taking the logarithm of the

The same criteria can be described by another widely used parameter called Voltage

Standing Wave Ratio (VSW.þ. An imperfectly matched load causes a negative traveling

wave propagating down the transmission line and thLrs creates standing waves in the

transmission line. VSWR is the indication of the ratio of the amplitudes of maximum

standing waves (v*n,) to minimum standing waves (v,n¡n) and is given by,

magnitr"rde of S17 and

v- I+lrl
VSWR _ MAX _ I

v,nin t -lrl

Typically, vswR value of 2 corresponds to the RL of -10 dB or less.

2.2.2 Antenna Field Regions

(2.s)

The field regions surrounding a radiating antenna can be sLrbdivided into three regio¡s

(Fig.2-2):

o Reactive near fìeld region,

o Radiating near field (Fresnel) region,

ll

(2.6)



. Far-field (Fraunhofer) region.

Though fìeld confìgurations at the boundaries do not change abrr-rptly, still some distinct

differences among them exist. The reactive near freld region is the immediate vicinity of

the antenna where the reactive field components are predominant. For most antennas, the

outer boundary of this region can be calculated by the following forrnula Il]:

,, <O.AZ\

where, D is the largest dimension of the antenna and 2 is the operating wavelength of the

antenna. Radiating near field is the region between the reactive near fìeld and fàr-field

regions. In this region radiation fields predominate, but the angular field distribL¡tion is

dependent upon the distance from the antenna. This is also called'Fresnel,region. The

inner(r7)andourerboundaries(r2)ofthisregion (Fig.z-2)canbeformulatedasIr],

,, >o 6zF and r,,r+

(2.7)

Fraunhofer region

Fig.2-2 Field regions of an antenna

(2.8)
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In the far-field or Fraunhofer regíon, the angLrlar field distribution is independent on the

distance from the antenna. In this region, the fìetd attains a specifìc form and field

components are essentially transverse. The inner boundary of far-field region is,eiven by,

n2
rz =2:-and the outer boundary is infinity. Fig. 2-3 shor,vs a typical fìeld pattern

variation of an antenna as observation distance from it changes.

\
I

Reactive near field./\
/-¿',trì1 :r-

l¡
l)r

Fierrr I ) Il)r
lJr

Radiating\

¿l

-t'I
I

Fresnel I

!
)r

Fig' 2-3 Typical change of radiated fìeld pattern from reactive near field to fa r-field

2.2.3 Radiation Pattern

Radiation pattern is also an important performance specification for certain applications.

For example, cell phones antennas usually need to have near omniclirectional radiation

palterns for optimal reception of the signal as users are continuously changing the

location or alignment of the antenna. On the other hand, for satellite applications, highly

directive radiation is desirable to direct most of the radiated energy tolvards a specific

direction or receive radiated energy fì'om a known source at a knor.vn location.

ra unhofer<
{
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The radiation pattern is 
.basically 

the graphical representation of the distributed

electromagnetic energy radiated by an antenna system. Radiation pattern is usually

described as a function of tr,vo spherical coordinate parameters, 0 and rp. keeping the

radial distance from the antenna constant. Two specific types of radiation patterns are

most commonly used and these are the power pattern and the fìeld pattern. The power

pattern is the representation of the spatial distribution of power radiated by the antenna

whereas the field pattern depicts the variation of electric or rhagnetic fields in space.

These two patterns are the same if they are measured in decibels.

Depending on the radiation characteristics, an antenna can be classified as isotropic,

directional or omnidirectional. An isotropic antenna is a hypothetical lossless antenna

with uniform radiation over all the directions. Even though an isotropic antenna is not

physically realizable, this kind of antenna is used as a reference antenna to evaluate the

directive properties of other practical antennas. A directive antenna radiates more energy

in a specific direction. This kind of antennas usually contains major or main lobes in the

desired directions and some minor lobes in undesired directions. Electromagnetic horns

or the reflectors are examples of this kind of antenna. An omnidirectional antenna is a

specific type of antenna where radiation is uniform in one plane and directive in the

planes perpendicular to that plane. A simple half wave length dipole is an example of

omnidirectional antenna.
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2.2.3.1 Half Power BeamWidth (HPBW)

The HPBW is the angular distance from the center of the main bearn of the antenna to a

point at which radiated field power is half of that power of the center. In a high gain

antenna, very narrow beam width and low SLL can be achieved by adopting a careful

design and structural modifications of the antenna.

2.2.4 Phase Center and Group Delay

The'Phase center'of an antenna is a virtual point from which electromagnetic radiation

spreads spherically outrvard, with phase of the radiated electromagnetic field being the

same for all the points on rhe sphere (Fig. Z-Ð.

Apparent phase center

Fig.2-4 Depiction of apparent phase center of a typical horn antenna

Group delay is the parameter that corresponds to how long it takes for a signal to traverse

an antenna, or its transit time through the antenna. Group delay is a strong function of the

length of the antenna, and typically a weak function of frequency. It is usually expressecl

l5



in units of time, pico-seconds for short distances or nanoseconds for longer distances

u sl.

Flat and constant grollp delay as a fi¡nction of frequency is important in {JWB antenna

systems' The frequency content of a UWB pulse is complex and spans more than one

GHz of bandwidth. Therefore, at the time of processing the pulse, its spectrum has to be

treated the same over the intended BW, otherwise distortion will render pulse

measurements inaccurate.

2.2.5 Polarization

The polarization of an antenna is the polarization of the radiated electric field of, the

antenna. The polarization of a radiated wave can be defined as: "that property of an

electromagnetic wave describing the time varying direction and relative magnitude of the

electric field vector; specifìcally, the fìgure tlaced as function of time by the extrernity of

the vector at a fixed location in space, and the sense in which it is traced, as observed

along the direction of propagation" I]. At a specific clirection and location in space, the

polarization of an antenna is evaluated by tracking the end point of the electric field

vector as function of time.

The polarization of an antenna can be classified as linear, circular or elliptical. Linear and

circular polarization can be considered as a form of eiliptical polarization.

l6



Linear polarization can be achieved if electric field vector possesses only one component

or trvo linear orthogonal components that are in time phase or 1800 (or multiptes of 1800)

out of phase ll]. Linearly polarized antennas are lvidely used in the wireless and

telecommunication applications. Dipoles and monopoles are example of linearly

polarized antennas.

To attain circular polarization, the field must have t,uvo orthogonal linear components of

same magnitudes and they should have phase difference of 900 or odd multiples of 900. If

the rotation of the electric field vector trace is clockwise, it is called Right Hand CircLrlar

Polarization (RFICP) and for left hand rotation of the electric field vector trace, it is called

Lefi Hand Circular Polarization (LHCP) [1]. Electrically large spiral antennas and some

specially modifìed microstrip patch antennas are circularly polarized.

A wave is elliptically polarized, if ¡t is not linearly or circr-rlarly polarized. Like the

circular polarization, elliptical polarization can be clockwise or counterclockwise rotated

based on the direction of rotation. In elliptical polarization, axial ratio and the tilt angle of

the ellipse are two crucial factors to specify the phenomenon of the electromagnetic wave

il 31.

Power received by an antenna fiom an incident wave of specific polarization is

maximized, if the polarization of the transmitting and receiving antenna matches to each

other. The difference between the polarization between the transmitting and the receiving

T7



antennas is termed as 'polarization mismatch'. This amount of loss is determined by a

factor called 'Polarization Loss Factor' (PLÐ.

If electric field of the incoming signal E¡ is given by, E, : áà, , *hereâ , is th" unit vector

in the direction of incoming signal vector and if the field of the receiving antenna is

termed as, Eo: þo, wherep is the unit vector in the direction of receive signal, pLFof

the antenna in transmitting mode can be defined as,

PLF:l; þl= 
:l,o,y,,l'

where, V, is the angle between the tlvo unit vectors.

Another figure of merit of the polarization characteristics of an antenna is 'polarization

efficiency' which is "the ratio of the power received by an antenna from a given plane

wave of arbitrary polarization to the power that wor,rld be received by the same antenna

from a plane wave of the same power flux density and direction of propagation, whose

state of polarization has been adjusted for a maximum received power" Il]. This can be

expressed as,

where, /u:vector effective length of antenna, and E¡nr= expression of the incident electric

field on antenna.

(2.e)
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2.2.6 Directivity

As the name implies, the directivity of an antenna is a measure of how an antennaguides

radiated power in a specific direction or receives power from certain specific direction.

This is calculated by taking the ratio of radiation intensity in a given direction for a given

polarization over its average over all directions. If the direction is not specifìed, tlie

direction of maximum radiation has been assumed. An antenna which is not isotropic,

directivity is given by taking the radiation intensity in the specific direction over that of

isotropic source. In mathematical form directivity can be expressed as,

* 4rU^ _4rU,Do = -ir and D,
! ,url P*¿

where, U¡ Radiation intensity for a specific direction contained in EB field component,

[/r: Radiation intensity for a specific direction contained in E, field component and

P,o¿ =Total power radiated in all directions by the antenna.

2.2.7 Efficiency

There are a number of factors associated with the overall effìciency of an antenna. Total

effìciency, (70) considers losses in the input terminals and losses within the antenna

structure. The main losses associated with an antenna can be divided into,

l) Reflection loss (4,) dLre to the mismatch between the antenna porl and

solrrce, which is proportional to (l - lfÍ), where f is the reflection coefficient

at input.

(2.tr)
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2) Conduction (rt") and dielectric losses (,tu) in the antenna structure.

The overall effìciency can be r,vritten as,

4o = 4,4"0,t:2",, (r-¡r¡t)

where, 7.,, is the radiation efficiency.

Usually, antenna efTciency varies from 600/o- 90% depending on the dielectric substrates

and the type of conductors used. High efficiency is desirable to reduce power loss and

enhance the radiated power in the antenna.

2.2.8 Gain

Gain is another widely used antenna performance evaluation parameter. Gain takes both

efficiency and directivity of an antenna into account. Gain is sirnply calcr-rlated by the

multiplication of directivity and effìciency of an antenna. In another form, gain

expression can be written as

(2.12)

wltere, Uo (0,ç): Radiation intensity in a given direction contained in E6 fìeld component,

U, (0,q): Radiation intensity in a given direction contained in E, field component, and

P-: Total accepted power at the input.

(2.13)
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2.3 Antenna Parameter Measurernent

Antenna perfonnance parameter measllrement is an essential step in antenna design and

implementation process. Even though, antenna design and analysis have become

extremely time and cost effective due to the availability of commercial Electromagnetic

simulation softwares and high speed computers, measurement is still needed to evaluate

antenna's performance in reality and to have a comparison behveen the prediction and

actual performance. Moreover, due to complexity in feed systems and structures of

antennas, some antennas are computationally rigorous and intensive to analyze.ln that

case, experimental investigation is the sole method for evaluating antenna performance.

There are several considerations that have to be taken into account for irnplementing

antenna measurement process. It is usually lrore convenient to use Antenna Under Test

(AUT) in receiving mode if the antenna is reciprocal in nature. Reciprocity in antenna

means similar characteristics (gain, radiation pattern, etc.) are shown by the antenna in

both transrnitting and receiving mode. The ideal condition for measuring far-field

radiation characteristics of an antenna is to illuminate the AUT with a plane wave of

uniform amplitude and phase, i.e. antennas should be placed in the far-field. For phase

error to be less than 22.500, the distance between the transmitting antenna and the AUT

)D2
should be ::- or greater [4]. Reflection from ground and neighboring objects and

)"

interference also contribr-rte to degrading the antenna illLrrnination for measurement

process.
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Depending upon the site of the test set up, antennatestrange can be classified as outdoor

and indoor ranges. They both have some advantages as well as drawbacks.

Generally, outdoor ranges are employed f-or measuring electrically large anterrna system

where indoor facilities can not accommodate the measurement set up. It allor.vs for the

performance of an antenna to be evaluated in an external environment which is applied

for outdoor applications. The main limitations associated with the outdoor range are the

unwanted reflections from the ground and surrounding objects, electromagnetic

interference and uncontrolled environmental conditions. With indoor rânges using proper

absorbing materials a controlled environment lree of interference can be achieved.

The free space ranges (indoor and outdoor) of antenna measurement facility mainly

include elevated ranges, slant ranges, anechoic chambers, compact ranges and near fie[d

ranges [].

2.3.1 Anechoic Chamber

The anechoic chamber is widely used for indoor free space measLrrement range of

antenna radiation pattern because of its all-weather capability, minimized interference

and security. Pyramidal or wedge shaped RF absorbing materials are used to cover the

internal walls of the chamber. The performance of the absorbing materials highly

depends on the operating frequency. As the operating frequency decreases, the thickness

of the absorbing material has to be increased [1].
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Two basic types of anechoic chamber configr-rrations, rectangular and tapered charnbers,

are widely used. The design of both types of chambers uses the principle of geometrical

optics. Sr-rfficient high quatity RF absorber should be used to minimize the reflection.

Tapered anechoic chambers are usually in the shape of a pyrarnidal horn and a L¡niform

plane wave in the 'qr-riet zone' can be achieved by properly locating the source antenna

near the apex of the chamber. In the 'quiet zone' direct and reflected rays add

constructively to provide a smooth amplitude illumination taper to the test antenna. For

very high frequency measurements, a very high gain antenna should be used, and this

source antenna should be moved away from the apex and placed near the end of the

tapering section. At the same time, a very high absorbing material should be used in the

side walls to maintain the reflected waves under a certain minimum level [1].

2.3.2 Compact Ranges

In a Compact Antenna Test Range (CATR), a planar wave front in the 'quiet zone' is

achieved by collimating incident wave from the feed by reflector antenna system (Fig.

2-5). Thus a planar rvave front can be achieved within a very short distance compared to

the minimum range "f +. The frequency of operation of CATR is dependent on the

size and the surface accuracy of the reflector. Though, CATR reduces the system range in

a great exient, it is still subject to several shortcomings like aperture blockage, diffraction

at the rim of the reflector, direct radiation from the feed to test antenna and depolarization

coupling, and reflection at the r.valls [1].
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Quiet zone

Feed antenna

Aperture blockage and diffraction can be minimized using offset fed reflector. Moreover,

quietzone ripple of field wave produced by diffraction atthe edges can be mi¡imized by

using reflector with serrated (Fig. 2-6) or rolled edges.

Fig. 2-5 Planer wave front generation in 'quiet zone' by CATR reflector

The radiation measurements of the antennas described in this thesis have been performed

in the antenna lab at University of Manitoba facilitated with a CATR system comprising

of a reflector with serrated edge. The whole chamber is shielded with RF absorber

material with high absorption co-efficient.
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2.3.3 Return Loss and Group Delay Measurement

The impedance BW of antennas is determined by measuring the RL of the antenna. This

measurement is perfonned using a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). A VNA is used for

measuring reflection and transmission characteristics and impedance behavior of a

microwave network over a broad frequency range. The RL of an antenna can be directly

plotted and displayed as a function of frequency and from that impedance BW can be

evaluated.

Fig. 2-6 Reflector with serrated edges

The group delay variation of a microwave device can also be measured directly by a

\lNA. The VNA provides group delay variation of a device r,vitli reference to free space.

RL and group delay measurement of the antenrìas described in this thesis have been

performed using Anritsu ME7808 VNA in the antenna lab of University of Manitoba.
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2.3.4 Radiation Pattern Measurernent

The radiation pattern of a typical antenna is measured using a transmitting antenna and

receiving antenna. If, like most practical antennas, the AUT is reciprocal, it is more

convenient to use it in receiving mode. To measure the far-field pattern, the antenna has

to be illL¡minated by a plane wave. This condition is achieved by usirrg CATR system. In

fact, even atthe far-fieldof the transmitting antenna, there are some phase errors, as ideal

planar r'vavefront can not be achieved with a finite separation distance. Fig. 2-7 shows a

simplified block diagram of antenna radiation pattern measurerÌìent set up which

comprises an anechoic chamber, transmit antenna, receive antenna, VNA, antenna

position control device and personal computer to interpret the measured data. While

measuring the radiation patterns in the antenna lab at University of Manitoba, the AUT

was placed in the quiet zone and its position was controlled through a rotating device by

an automatic computer interface program. After setting up the rotation angle and

incremental steps, the interface program initiates eaclr incremental rotation. and

transmission coefficient between the two antennas are recorded in the computer program

for every angular position. The measured values are normalized and processed properly

to get the actual value of far-field radiation values.
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Transmitter q

Anechoic chamber

Fig.2-7 Simplified block dingram of antenna radintion measurcment set up

2.4 Chapter Summary

Signal generator

Receiver
IAUT)

Position
controller

The topics covered in this chapter were mainly focused on two subjects. First, some of

the freqr.rency and time domain antenna parameters that are required in the design and

implementation of an antenna have been described. In the second section, a glossary of

the most r.videly used antenna measurement systems along with parameters measurement

principles has been discussed.

Computer program

In the next chapter, emphasis will be given to UWB antennas. As some of the references

have provided an intuitive understanding of UWB antenna topologies for communication,

radar and imaging applications, a very brief review of, previous work will be giverr to

provide an insight to the development of research in this area.
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Chapter 3 : [I\YB Antennas and Microwave

Irnaging

3.1 Introduction

UWB antennas can be defìned as non-resonant low Q radiators which can operate over

the UWB range of frequencies. There are two criteria available for identifying when an

antenna rnay be considered UWB antenna. One definition by Defense Advanced

Research Project Agency (DARPA) requires a UWB antenna to have a fractional

bandwidth grater than 0.25. An alternate and more recent definition by the Federal

Cotnmunications Commission (FCC) places a limit ol 0.20. The Fractional BandWidth

(FB\Y) is given by:

t'there,fu is the upper cnd of the antenna's operational band andf¡is the bottolr, or lo\,v,

end of the antenna's operational band. Additionally, the FCC provides an alternate

definition whereby a UV/B antenna is an antenna with a banclwidth grater than 500 MHz.

According to the FCC, the upper and lor,ver ends of the operational bancl are defined by

the points where the radiated power is down l0 dB from its peak level. This FCC

definition dose not, strictly speaking. define antenna bandrvidth because radiated polver

also depends on the spectral response of the transmitted power [16]. UV/B arltennas are

usually designed for use in conjunction with the approximately 3:1 banch.vidth,3.l0 -

28
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10.60 GHz systems as authorized by the FCC. These antennas potentially use much. if

not all, of their bandwidth at the same time. ThLrs, they must be well behaved and

consistent across the antenna's operational band. Their properties include pattern, gain,

impedance matching, and a requirement for low or no dispersion [16].

FCC spectrum can be used for communications, imaging, surveillance, vehicular radar

system and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) applications with maximr-rm allor,vable

power of -41.30 dBm/MHz. Although, a number of UWB antennas have been proposed,

they can not cover the whole allocated frequency span of 7.50 GHz. In this thesis

emphasize will be given only to the antennas having BW at least for a span of 7.50 Gllz.

3.2 Current and Previous Research

3.2.I UWB Antennas for Communication

UWB technology is one of the most revolutionary approaches to modern communication

systems due to its high data rate and excelle¡rt imlnunity to multipath interference [17].

Afterthe allocation of 3.10-10.60 GHz as the UWB band for unlicensed commercial use

for communication, radar and imaging applications by FCC, a great deal of interest has

been created in the UWB system design both in industries and academia. The FCC

allocated UWB spectral density is only -41.3 dBm/MHz which is a very low power level.

This ensures a peaceful coexistence of the UWB systefiìs r,vith other existing

technologies. Moreover. UWB systems should not cause any E,lectromagnetic

Interference (EMI) with tlie neighboring communication channels like WI-AN (Wireless
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Local Area Network), Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and Bluetooth technologies

[18]. For example. the frequency band of 5.150 GHz-5.825 GHz is occupied by IEEE

802.1la and HIPERLAN/ 2. Therefore, for some cases a band rejection is desired in this

range to avoid interference with IEEE 802.11a and HIPERLAN/ 2.

It is quite challenging to satisfy all the requirements associated with UWB systems in

comparison to narrowband systems and intensive research is still going on with this

relatively ne"v technology. Most UWB antennas proposed to date are planar printed or

slot types. In the next few sections, the current state of the art of UWB communication

antennas will be summarized. Cornprehensive details of all the antennas for UWB

communications is out of the scope of this thesis.

3.3 UWB Printed Antennas

UWB printed antennas are modified versions of narrowband planar antennas. These

antennas are designed by adopting various bandwidth enhancing techniques of

conventional printed antennas. These are the most popular among the UWB

communication antennas as they are low profile, inexpensive and easily integrable with

the other circuitry.
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Fig. 3-l CPW fed hexagonal patch antenna with ,V' slot

(SOURCE: [l8] O 2004lEE), permission granted on Alrgusr 29,2007

In April, 2004, Kim et al. ll8l proposed a co-planar waveguide (cpw) fed uwB

antenna (Fig. 3-1) with size of 22.00 mm x 31.00 mm made on FR4 epoxy subsrrate wirh

the impedance BW of 2.80- 10.60 GHz. The antenna has hexagonal radiating patch and a

frequency notch of 10-12 dB at 5.25 GHz has been achieved by inserting a V-shaped slot.

The slot has the half length of V8 at5.25 GHz, which is the center frequency of WLAN

frequency band. The notch frequency band ofthat antenna is changeable by adjusting the

V-slot length. This antenna has the average boresight gain of 2.30 dBi and gain pattern is

relatively stable in the whole UWB range. No time domain performance analysis of the

antenna was presented.
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Fig. 3-2 Monopole with stair case and bell shapcd patch (a) front view (b) back view

(SOURCE: [19] @ 2005 IEE), permission granted on Augusr 29,2007

(u)

In July 2005, Kim et al.ll9) proposed a microstrip fed UWB antenna of size 30.00 mm x

30.00 mm and with partial ground plane (Fig. 3-2). This antenna has the physical

structure of staircase and bell shape that helps reduce the overall size of the antenna by

lengthening the current path along the antenna tength. A band re.jection characteristic

around center frequency of 5.00 GHz has been achieved by applying two tilted parasitic

patches of length M4 at the back of the antenna side (Fig. 3-2). At the notch frequency

current flows in the parasitic patches are in opposite directions to that of the main

radiating patch and a null radiation is achieved. The gain of the antenna varies from 2.00

dBi to 6.00 dBi over the frequency band and radiation patterns are not very stable in the

frequency band.

Partial ground plane

(b)
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Substrate

Fig. 3-3 Rectangular pntch with trvo steps and one slot (a) front vierv (b) back vierv

(SOURCE: [20] O 2004 Wiley Periodicals, Inc)

A new UWB antenna with size of 35.00 mm x 30.00 mm was designed on an FR4 epoxy

substrate by Choi et al. l20l.lt has the impedance BW of 3.20-12.00 GFIz. The antenna

comprises some special features like rectangular patcli with two steps, a partial ground

plane and a single slot in the patch (Fig. 3-3). The antenna has the group delay variation

less than 0.50 ns over the bandwidth of operation. Flowever, the cross-polarization

components of the antenna's radiation field are high and comparable to the co-

polarization components. No features were proposed on that antenna design to have any

band rejection capabi lities.

(a)

Substrate

Partial Uround

(b)

A printed circular disc monopole antenna with partial ground plane (Fig. 3-4) with

frequency bandwidth of 2.78-9.78 GHz has been proposed in 121]. UWB antennas very

sirnilar to that have been proposed in [25] that has elliptical radiating patch insread of
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circular. Moreover, asize reduction method has been demonstrated by slight modification

on the elliptical patch and introdr-rction of top loading by modification of ground plane

shape.

Fig.3-4 lVlicrostrip fed circular patch antenna (a) front vicw (b) back view

(SOURCE: [21] O 2004IEE), permission granred on August Zg.2007

An interesting design named 'double sided printed bow tie antenna' has been published

in 1221, which is a modified form of conventional printed bow-tie antennas (Fig. 3-5).

Thai antenna shows good matching (better than -10 dB) for the entire UWB band, while a

conventional bow-tie can not be matched for such a BW. This antenna has a qr"rasi-

omnidirectional radiation pattern. Gain curve ol this antenna is fairty flat over the

frequency ofoperation and the antenna shows good phase response.

(a) (b)
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Back sicle
i

Front sicle i

(SOURCE: [22] @ 2004 IEEE), permission granred on Septemb er 4,2007

Printed UWB planar monopoles with partial ground plane have been proposed in (1231-

paþ for UWB communication applications which have good matching beliaviors in the

frequency of operation. But, no time domain studies were mentioned.

Fig. 3-5 Double sided printed bow-tie :¡ntenna

3.3.1.1 UWB SIot Antennas

UWB slot antennas are another vital group of antennas finding application in UWB

communications. Actually, planar slot antennas have the capability to achieve impedance

BW that covers the whole defined UWB range. Wide slot antennas have the same

advantages as the printed antennas like small size, low cost, ease of fabrication and

integrability to other RF circuitry [26]. In addition to these advantages, slot antennas can

achieve very large impedance BW compared to the typical printecl courlterpaft.

Moreover, UWB slot antennas are less prone to the near-field coupling. This is a positive
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feature that allows slot antennas to be used in near-fìeld sensing applications as q'ell. The

drawback is that, as the slot size increases, radiation pattern usually starts to distort. An

effective way to increase the BW of these antennas with reasonable slot size is to modify

the feeding stubs [26].

There are numerous combinations of slot shapes like rectangular, square, circular.

elliptical and some complex shapes. Feed shapes such as bow-tie, T, cross, fork-like,

radial stub, double-T, pi, rectangular and circular have been proposed in the literature

[26]-[38] It has to be mentioned that not all of these combinations give desired

performance for UWB applications.

Qu e/ al. [26] proposed two wide slot antennas, one with CPW feed and one with

microstrip feed. Both of the antennas show a very wide impedance BW and stable

radiation patterns over a very wide frequency range. It was suggested that the radius of

curvature of the arc of both slot and feed stub corners have a significant influence on the

impedance BW and CPV/ fed slot antenna shows slightly better radiation performance.

Liu et al.l27l published a comprehensive study on the interaction between various feeds

and slots. Based onl27l, feed and slot of similar shape r-rsr-rally provide optimum coupling

and feed area should be one third to half of the area of the slot (Fig. 3-6). In addition,

feed-slot gap also plays a major role in the impedance matching of the UWB slot

antennas. Moreover, slots of triangular shape usually give more stable radiation pattern

compared to other slot shapes.
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Fig. 3-6 (a) Trianguhr slot antenna (b) rectangular slot antenna

(SOURCE: l27l@ 2004IEEE), permission granted on September 4,2007

A compact circular slot antenna (Fig. 3-7) has been described in [28] which have the

impedance BW of 143.20%. This antenna sholvs a stable radiation characteristic at higher

frequency. On the other hand, size of the antenna is large compared to other wide slot

antennas.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3-7 Circular slot anten¡¡a

(SOURCE: [28] O 2006 IEEE), permission granted on September 4,2007
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Abbosh et al. [32] in 2006. proposed another circular slot antenna fabricated on

RT601OLM substrate with a high dielectric .onriunt value of e,:i0.20. This antenna

shows a very good omnidirectional property over the whole UWB range. It has also the

band rejection capability from 4.00 GHz-6.00 Gl-lz to avoid interference with the existing

IEEE 802.lla and HIPERLAN/2 systern. This band rejection at that clesired frequency

range are achieved by introducing a half circular slot with radius of )J 4at 5.00 GHz in

the circular tuning stub.

3.3.1.2 UWB Plate Monopole Antennas

Plate monopole antennas are another class of UWB antennas widely used in UWB

applications which can exhibit a signifìcantly broader BW. Most of these antennas suffer

from degraded omnidirectional property at higher frequencies which is not desirable in

communication applications.

Wong et al. [39] proposed a tri-plate monopole antenna constructed over a finite sized

ground plane. Each plate is f'olded at two points. They are spaced 1200 apart, and

connected together at the antenna's central axis. The antenna also shows good gain

characteristics over the operating BW.

Fabres et al. demonstrated UWB planar antenna design in [a0] using plates rvhich shapes

like Double Square Plate (DSP), Rectangular Plate (RP), circular plate witli slits along

with an intensive study of current clistribution along those structures.
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Wong et al. l4ll designed a planar square plate monopole with trident shaped feeding

strips. This trident feeding helps to acquire more uniform vertical current distribr¡tion

along the metal plate and thus improves the antenna polarization and matchipg

characteristics. It was stated that trident feed can achieve impedance BW of three times

more than that of the case of single feed.

Although, a great number of papers have been published based on the ptate UWB

antennas 142), planar antennas are more preferable in communication or Microwave

Imaging (MI) applications dr-re to their structural compactness and ease of fabrication.

3.3.2 uwB Antennas for Ground Penetrating Radar (GpR)

UWB technology is used in the pulse based technologies like radar as high resolgtion

radar images can be attained with this technology. UWB antennas have found a great

application in GPR to detect buried objects such as landmines. In addition, UWB

antennas are being used in numerous radar systems for applications like locating steel

reinforcement bars in the concrete construction, identifying electrical wiring behind

walls, locate trapped persons under debris or snow, and locating hidden persons behind a

wall [43].

As MI has some similarities with GPR, antennas used lor GPR systems are also potential

candidates for the use in MI.
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The TEM horn is a widely used antenna for CPR applications. Flowever, modifications

are required to the conventional horn antennas for GPR applications as these antennas are

subject to large geometrical size, poor matching to ground and most irnportantly, late

time pulse ringing. To overcome these difficulties, dielectric loading of the horn antennas

is usually adopted Í441,[45].

A microstrip line fed UWB quasi-horn antenna has been proposed in $al which has a

bandwidth of 100 MHz to over 20.00 GHz, reasonably large radiation gain (8 d9iaf 2.6

GH416.50 dBi at 18.00 GHz). Furthermore, this antenna does not require a balun at the

input, and for monostatic radar application, good isolation can be achievecl between the

transmitted ancl received signal. Dielectric foam is used to gradually raise the radiating

conductor away from the ground and thLrs increase antenna radiation [aa]. This antenna

possesses some drawbacks. The beamwidth of the radiated signal is not controllable and

the abrupt termination of the ground plane causes undesirable effects in the near-field that

makes it unsuitable for some sensing applications such as medical imaging.

A TEM-horn filled with a dielectric material with permittivity (e,) of 4 has been proposed

in [45] which has reduced sensitivity to external Electromagnetic Interference (EMI).

Instead of triangular conductors, a specially optimized gradual variation of condurcting

plate has been designed to reduce reflection in the horn. Thus, the impeclance thror-rgh the

antenna changes smoothly from 50Q to pAand provides a smooth transition of EM
,f t,

waves lrom antenna to outer space. This antenna shows stable radiation characteristics

over a large span of frequency and has a good control of radiation pattern. The difficulry
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w'ith this antenna is its large -{eometrical size which makes it impractical for microwave

imaging applications.

Bow-tie antenna families are also widely used in GPR applicatiorrs. Various

modifications have been proposed in the simple bow-tie antennas to improve pulse

radiation efficiency and reduce late time ringing. Lasteri et at. 146l proposed a UWB

bow-tie antenna for GPR where combinations of constant resistive loading and linear

capacitive loading have been applied for both improving the pulse radiation and reducing

the ringing in the tail. The resistive loading was implemented by using a volumetric

microwave absorber at one side of the bow-tie structure and a linear profile of

capacitance has been achieved by introducing slots of various sizes along the bow-tie's

wings. Although this antenna provides an excellent performance in GPR applications, it

is not feasible in UWB MI set up because of its very large geometrical features.

3.4 Microwave

Detection

Researchers are fìnding new applications for MI in a variety of applications, especially in

the fìeld of biological sensing. Moreover, this technique can be utilized for applications

like detecting 'water trees' in transmission cable shielding. Among the biological

applications, MI has the potential to evaluate the internal properties of breast tissues to

detect abnonnalities. This is possible due to the high contrast in dielectric properties

between the normal and cancerous tissues [2]. To date several methods for microwave
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breast imaging have been proposed and successfully implemented. As this thesis mainly

focuses on antenna design for microlvave breast imaging, a short description of existing

detection techniques of breast cancer will be described to provide an insight about the

previous and current trends ofthis research area.

3.4.1 Breast Cancer Detection Methodologies

X-ray mammography is the most prevalent techniqr"res used lvidely in ctinical cliagnosis

of breast cancer. In addition, Ultrasound, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Position

Emission Tomography (PET), and electrical impedance scanning are the other techniques

being used for detection and diagnosis of breast cancer.

X-ray imaging is a transmission-based method where X-rays from a source pass through

the patient and are detected either by a film or an ionization chamber. The X-ray image is

based on the differential attenuation of X-rays in different tissue types [47]. X-ray

mammography sometimes can not detect all the lesions and it has the miss rate of l0%o-

15 % 1481. Sensitivity of this method is dependent upon the density of the breast tissues

and hormone status of the patients. The quality of image depends on positioning and

compression of the breast. Moreover, as the ionizing radiation used by this technique has

the danger of darnaging tissues, there is a limit on the qLrantity of the total radiation that a

patient can be sr-rbjected. Another relatively new technique, digital mammography uses a

phosphor screen instead of screen/film combination. This method has reduced radiation

dose and ima-ees can be stored and retrieved electronically. Irr addition, image contrast

can be adjusted after the X-ray has been taken [47].
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In Ultrasound or sonography, high frequency sound waves are reflected from tissues
9

where there is a change in acoustic impedance, and the echoes are used to produce a two

dimensional image of the breast. Ultrasound is extremely safe, noninvasive, portable. and

relatively inexpensive. It has the ability to distingLrish between f'luid filled cysts or solid

mass in the breast. Moreover, this method is effective for detecting cancer in dense breast

tissues [a7]. On the otherhand, for impalpable lumps or test operated by inexperienced

technologists, Ultrasoltnd can miss the area of interest. Incorrect gain (arnount of sound)

can also give erroneous test results [48].

MRI is a non-ionizing technique where radio waves and strong mâgnets are used instead

of X-rays. MRI has the full three dimensional irnaging capabilities and high spatial

resolution (- I mm) [47]. MRf has high sensitivity and so it has high false positive rare.

This feature can leads to additional biopsy or work up of the patients. Sometirnes MRI

can not accurately distinguish between the cancerous and benign conditions. MRI is

incompatible for the patients having any permanent ferrous magnetic irnplants or

electronic devices such as pacemaker. Moreover, cost of the MRI scanner is high and it

has long examination time. The long term effects of MRI have not properly understood

yet and pregnant women are usually advised not to have MRI scan.

In addition to the above mentioned inethodologies, various MI techniques mainly

classified as passive, hybrid and actíve methods have been proposed as complements to

conventional breast cancer screening.
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3.4.1.1 Hybrid MI

Among the hybrid approaches of MI. microwave induced acoustic irnaging is the most

prevalent which uses microwaves to illuminate the breast tissue. As a result of the

illumination by microwaves, selective heating in the malignant tissues occurs. This is due

to their higher condr-rctivity and permittivity compared to the normal breast tissues. This

heating effect causes expansion of the tissues that generates pressure waves. These

pressure waves are detected by r"rltrasound transducers [491.

3.4.1.2 Active MI

Active MI techniques have been an issue of theoretical and experimental study. Basically

two major approaches have been developed: microwave tomography and confocal

imaging [49].

3.4.1.2.1 Microwaye Tomography

Microwave tomography is one of the most prevailing methods among various active

approaches. In this method, the imaging object is immersed in a matching medium

depending on its appropriateness for reducing unwanted reflection in the sensor-imaging

object interface. Then the imaging object is illuminated by the transmitting antenna

system and the scattered field from the breast tissues is captured at different locations

surrounding the breast. This measured field is then used to reconstruct shape, location,

permittivity, and conductivity profiles to determine exact condition inside the breast.

Depending on the object dimensions, separations, discontinuities and inhomogeneities,
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the electromagnetic \,vaves undergo multiple scattering within the imaging object. This

results in a non-linear problem [49]. Solving inverse scattering problems at microwave

frequencies is computationally intensive because of this non-linear nature of the problern.

Nonlinear inverse problems can be dealt with by applying iterative optimization methods

such as Genetic Algorithms (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Born iterative

approximations. A cost function, which is related to the difference between the predicted

scattered field from the object and corresponding measured field. is optimized using an

efficient global optimization technique [50].

3.4.1.2.2 Confocal MI

In Confocal Imaging (CI) images are reconstructed by synthetically focusing reflections

from the breast tissue and thus this method avoids a complicated image reconstruction

algorithm. After illuminating the breast with a low power UV/B pulse, the reflected fìeld

is measured by the same antenna system located in a fìxed position on the top of the

breast. To enhance the reflected field from the high contrast region and reduce clutter, a

simple time shifting and summing algorithm is applied [51].

3.4.1.2.3 Advantages of Active MI

Active IvlI has drawn attention of researcher because it offers several potentialadvantages

over the other existing screening methodologies fbr breast cancer detection. The most

important advantage of this metliod is its potential to offer improved sensitivity and

specificity [5]. Though, there has been a lot of progress in mammography; but it still has

certain limitations. A study reports that approximately 4%-34% cases of breast cancer are
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missed when screened by conventional mammography i,vhich can result delay in

diagnosis or poor prognosis for the patient [6]. Moreover, conventional mammography

fails to distinguish between malignant and benign tissues. ln 70% of the cases. cancer

detected initially by mammography turned out to be benign t7]. MI could be used as a

complementary method in these cases. tt is based on the contrast between the electrical

properties between the normal and cancerous tissues. Because of the significant contrast,

this method has the potential to distinguish between the malignant and the benign tumors

and to reduce the false positive rates which is the ratio of false positive test results to total

number of patients without disease.

MI offers a very low health risk to the patients as this is a non-ionizing and non invasive

method with very low power level [5]. X-ray may cause some detrir¡ental effects to the

healthy tissue like risk of radiation induction cancer. It has been stated in [8] that, a

woman of before certain age can have rnore risk of getting cancer caused by

mammography than if she had no screening. As an example, a woman screened annually

for 40 years from 25-64 or 30-69 years of age with a radiation level of 2 milligray (mGy)

per film would have a total risk of radiation induction breast cancer ol 0.12% or 0.24o/o

respectively [8].

Another important issue of this method is its versatility. Mamrnography can not perfbrm

well in physically dense tissue. In that case, UltrasoLlnd is usually the alternative option.

Ultrasound has also some limitations for breast cancer screening [6]. On the other hancl,

MI is not based on density of the tissues. Therefore, it does not have this limitation of
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detection difficulties in dense tissue and it has a good potential to detect breast cancer

among young women.

Conventional mammography is sometimes not comf'ortable for the patients due to

requirement of breast compression [5]. On the other hand, in NII painfLrl breast

compression is not required.

3.4.1.2.4 Drawbacks of Microwave Breast Imaging

AlthoLrgh active MI method for breast cancer detection has a very good potential to

establish itself as a reliable screening technique, it possess some drawbacks. The shape

and the spatial distribution of the dielectric properties of the imaging object are derived

from the transmitted (incident) and scattered or reflected (received) field components.

Because of objects dimension, separation, discontinuity and inhomogenities, the

electromagnetic wave can experience multiple scattering within the object. This

introduces non-linearity in the problem and solving inverse scattering problems with non-

linear property is complex and difficult in tomography. I-lowever, this is not a significant

issue if small geometries like breast tumor are being imaged [a9]. The spatial resolution

of the image constructed with MI is not as good as that of conventional mammography.

However, cancerous tissue can still be detected because of the excellent sensitivity of this

method [5].
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3.5 Antenna Design Requirernents for MI

For MI application, in order to recognize closely separated scatterers in the irnaging

object, a short pulse is required for transmission. Ilthe spatial ,uvidth of the incident pulse

is wider than tlie object it reflects from, it is diffìcult to precisely detect the scatterers.

Thus, the resolution of image depends greatly on the bandwidth of the applied pulse

signal. Therefore, one of the key challenges of UWB antenna design for MI is to achieve

a wide impedance BW for distortionless short pulse radiation, while still maintaining

acceptable overall efficiency. lmpedance matching in a frequency span of at least 7.50

GHz which corresponds to BW greater than 100% of the center frequency is crucial. This

ensures that most of the energy is being transmitted and not reflected back from antenna

input porl as UWB systems operates on very low power level (-41.3 dBm/MI-lz). It is

even more important for the received scattered signal from the imaging object not to be

reflected back from receiving antenna because magnitude of the reflected signal has been

attenuated signifi cantly.

Aside from attaining sufficient BW, phase linearity is also required for optimal wave

reception. This corresponds to near constant group delay within the bandwidth of

operation. Group delay is determined by the derivative of the unwrapped phase of an

antenna. If the phase response of the antenna is linear throughout the frequency range,

group delay will be constant for tl-rat frequency ran-qe. This phenomenon is an important

characteristic used to evaluate a UWB antenna perfbrmance because it helps to indicate
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how well a UWB pulse will

dispersed.

The radiation pattern and effìciency of UWB antenna are also two sigpificant features

which have to be emphasized as well. If the radiation beamr,vidth is too wide, clutter is

introduced because reflections from outside the volume of interest arrive at the antenna

and resulting image will have smeared reflections. However, at the same time if the

beamwidth of the antenna is too narrowto illuminate the entire volume of interest, rnore

scans are required, br-rt a higher quality image can be obtained with small beamwidth.

be radiated and to what extent it may be distor-ted or

To maintain distortionless radiation characteristics over the entire operating frequency

with high Polarization Efficiency (PE), cross-polarization components of the antenna

have to be small compared to the co-polarization components.

High radiation efficiency over frequency band of operation is irnperative for UWB

antenna because' as mentioned, power level of the UwB systems is quite low. Excessive

losses incurred by antenna can potentially compromise its performance in the imaging

system' Conductor, dielectric and other losses have to be minimized in order to maximize

the overall radiation efficiency.

Size of the antenna is another considerable feature for imaging purpose that has to be

taken into account' A small geometry of the antenna makes it easy to selectively

illLrminate the object and permits scanning physically close to the subject. on the other
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hand, as the antenna size becomes smaller, the

property degrade.

3.6 Some Antenna Designs for MI

As a main sensor in UWB MI set up, selection of proper antenna is crucial. There is

intensive ongoing research to optimize the best possible antenna set up for MI. However,

the design of high performance antenna system oflers significant challenges, as lots of

design and performance constraints have to be satisfìed.

radiation efficiency and directional

Fear et al. |1] in 2000 used resistively loaded (Wu-King resistive loading profile)

dipoles with different lengths in their MI set Lrp as a preliminary system evaluation. These

dipoles exhibit well known behavior and they are very easy to construct. However, the

BW of resistively loaded dipoles is not sufficient to generate good resolution images.

Moreover, resistive loading affects the overall elficiency of the antenna. In additio¡,

control over the radiation pattern can not be achieved through these dipoles. This antenna

was chosen due to its compactness.

One of the major problerns associated with UWB antennas is its late time pr-rlse ringing

effect 
"vhich 

is due to reflection of signals at the end of the antenna structure. Typical

resistively loaded conical and bow-tie antennas have end reflections 40-50 dB below the

exciting pulse [2]. This level of reflection is still not acceptable for biological tissue

sensing. A UWB reverberation bor,v-tie arrtenna has been proposed in Ii2] that overcomes

this difficulty. The end reflection was found to be -106 dB relative to the exciting purlse.
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Li et a[. [0], in 2003, proposed a small modified UWB ridged pyramidal horn anrenna

with curved launching plane with the operating freqLrency of 1.00 GHz-LI.00 GHz (Fig.

3-8). The antenna configuration inch-¡des a pyramidal horn radiation cavity, a metallic

ridge, and a curved metallic lar-rnching plane terminated with two parallel chip resistors,

l00O each. The horn section is connected to the outer conductor of the coax providing

current return path and thus eliminates the requirements of a balun and directs radiation

to a certain specific direction which makes the antenna directive in nature. The launching

plane of this antenna curves towards one of the sidewalls of the horn and is tapered to the

feeding point of the antenna. Microwave energy is directed and laL¡nched to the

surrounding medium by the laLrnching plane and the resistors attached at the terminal oF

the launching plane helps to suppress reflections from the end.

Fig.3-8 (a) The pyramidal ridge antcnna (b) end and side view of the antenna

(SOURCE: [10] O 2003 IEEE). permission granted on Seprember 4,2001

(a)

The optimized antenna has overall aperture size of 2.50 crn x 2.00 cm and maximum

depth of 1.30 cm. Even though this antenna shows good signal fidelity, its radiation

l ('\lrt('l\

lr¡tl¡tclrrrì:l
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(b)
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effìciency is not good because of the termination resistors used at the launching plane.

Moreover, late tirne ringing eflèct is significant fbr this horn antenna. Fabrication

complexity is another issue that makes this antenna inconvenient in some cases.

Fig.3-9 (a) Top view ofthe antenna system (b) cross section view ofthe antenna

(SOURCE: [3] O 2005 IEEE), permission granted on September 4.2007

(a)

Yun et al. l3l in 2005 introduced a compact antenna system (Fig. 3-9) with two bow-tie

elements for their radar based breast cancer detection with operating frequency o12.00

GHz-4.00 GHz. This antenna system was designed to image tumor with cross-polarized

reflections method. The antenna configuration includes two crossed bolv-tie elements

with flare angle of 450 overan octagonal cavity and an attached metal flange. The whole

antenna system was immersed in liquid of dielectric property similar to fatty tissue

(s,=9.00, o=0.20 S/m) (Fig. 3-9). The octagonal cavity of quarter wavelength at center

frequency (3.00 GHz) helps to block electromagnetic waves radiated away from the
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breast. The flange facilitates the suppression of unwanted waves e.g. surface waves. As

the antenna does not have sufficient BW to radiate narrow UWB Elvl pLrlse, it is not

possible to generate high resolution images with this antenna. It can only be used for

detection.

3.7 Chapter Summary

Introduction to UWB antennas along with some literature reviews focused on UWB

antennas for communication, GPR and irnaging were the main topic of discussion in this

chapter. Moreover, a brief description of various features of MI for breast cancer

detection and antenna design requirements for this application were studied.

In this thesis, design details of two UWB planar antennas, one printed and one slot type

have been discussed. These have the potential to be used in a MI set up. The initial

designs were based on the free space characterizations of antennas. Then, a stucly of the

performance of the designed antennas immersed in three different matching materials

was performed to investigate the feasibility of using them for microwave breast imaging.

In the next chapter, the first proposed UWB printed monopole antenna will be introduced

with its different design features and computed and measured performance will be

studied.
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Chapter 4: Diamond Shaped Printed UWB

Antenna

4.1 Introduction

Closed forms of analytical formulations can not be established for most of the UWB

antenna designs. In fact, UWB antenna design is as much art as it is science. In this

chapter design of a novel diamond shaped planar monopole UWB antenna [53], [5a] is

described which can be used for MI purpose. This antenna has free space measured

impedance BW (Su<-10 dB or VSWR <2) of 3.80 GFIz-l1.85 GHz which almosr covers

the whole UWB BW. Moreover, radiation patterns and group delay of the proposed

antenna have been investigated. Antenna radiation characteristics in free space as a

simple linear array are also demonstrated. In addition, antenna time domain radiation

performance is studied. At the end, the antenna RL when it is immersecl in three different

matching maierials is investigated.

4.2 Development of the Proposed Design

The UWB planar monopole antenna with partial ground plane and various patch shapes

has been proposed in il9]-[2a] having different sizes and features. Initially. rectangular

patch shape with steps il 9] with three different patch length with value arouncl half

wavelength at lower cut-off frequency of 3.10 GFIz has been studied (parameters in Table
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4-1). The antenna parameters have been obtained using
q

simulation software Ansoft HFSS [55] which is a based on

(FEM). FR4 epoxy (e,=4.60) with thickness 1.60 mm has been

material. The antenna feeding structure is a 50o microstrip Iine.

¡w
-L

,i_^

commercially

Finite Element

chosen as the

available

Method

substrate

F-

Fig. 4-l Planar monopole with rectangular patch

-l sþ

Fig.4-2 Simulated VSWR

68
Frequency in GHz

for the antenna configuration of Fig. 4-l
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Fig. 4-2 shows the simr-rlated VSWR plot for the antenna shown in Fig. 4-1. In this
e

configuration, an impedance mismatch for a span of about 2.00 GHz in the UWB

frequency range occurs for each of the monopole length (P). With the increment of the

patch length (P), this rnismatched band shifts towards lower frequency (Fig. a-2).

Table 4-1 P¿rranreters of the rectangular shaped planar monopole (parameters shorvn in Fig. 4-l)

Antenna parameters

w

L

S

G

a

a

Dimensions (mm)

a'

b

30.00

b'

30.00

C

2.72

^t

7.90

d

I 5.00

d'

0.50

e

0.s0

g'

0.50

0.7s

0.7 5

0.7 5

0.75
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-1

I -1

Fig. 4-3 ùIonopole rvith patch widened at the top

I sl*

- - 'r.;;"u+ l-l

For the case of widening of the radiating patch at the top (Fig. a-3) the rnatchi¡g

characteristic of the monopole antenna gets worse. Fig. 4-4 sholvs tlie VSWR as a

function of frequency for the monopole configuration of Fig. 4-3 with three different

Fig. 4-4 Simulated VS\ryR for the antenna configuration ol Fig. 4-Z

6789
Frequency in GHz
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lengths (P). Monopole

(Fig. a-a) over the UWB

with widened patch

frequency range.

shows very poor

-1

Y
1

I.l .{.,+A

match ing characteristics

Fig. 4-5 lVlonopole with patch narrorved at the top

?t

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

¡ sl*

I

G

-f

3456789101112
Frequency in GHz

Fig. 4-6 Simulated VSWR tor the antenna confTguration of Fig. 4_5
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Narrowing the monopole patch at the top (Fig. 4-5) has the reverse eff-ect on the

impedance matching characteristics than that of widening the patch (Fig. a-3). The reason

is that, by narror,ving the patch, more variation in the length of the monopole can be

achieved which can support more resonant modes within the frequency of operation, and

thus increase the total BW. Fig. 4-6 shows the simulated VSWR plots of the antenna

(parameters shown in Table 4-l) with three different heights (P) and and Q of value l9

mm. For the antenna configuration of Fig. 4-5, slight mismatch around 8.00 GHz still

persists.

4-3 Geometry and Design of the Diamond shapecl

Planar Monopole

Fig' 4-7 Geometry of the diamond shaped antenna, sizes are given in Table: 4-l

-l .F

I -- ;- ',d

-:'^C-. b' -
.lì

aa
-L

G

T
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In section 4.2,if lvas shown that by narrowing the monopole patch. antenna impedance

matching characteristics can be irnproved. V/ith this consideration in mind. monopole

configuration with triangular patch has been adopted. Fig. 4-7 sho',vs the geometry of the

designed planar monopole antenna. The triangular shaped patch facilitates more variation

of resonant lengths along the antenna and helps to achieve better impedance BW. The

physical structure of five steps increases the effective electrical length at the lower

frequency band (3.00GH2-4.00 GHz) and they help to reduce the overall physical

structure of the antenna. Another theory that motivated the introduction of steps is that,

their edges and corners provide current nulls, which leads to lower VSWR at nonresonant

frequencies. Therefore, this helps achieving a broader impedance BW [43]. Moreover,

the triangular radiating patch has more constant radiation characteristics over the wide

frequency range when compared to some other patch shapes [27].

Fig.4-8 Simulated current distribution along the antenn¿ì patch and ground plnne at 4.00 GUz
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Fig' 4-8 is the simulated current distribution along the patch and ground plane.of the

antenna. The tuned critical antenna parameters are tabulated in Table 4_2.

Table 4-2 critical design parameters of the rliamoncl shaped antenna

(parameters shown in Fig. 4_l)

Antenna parameters

w

L

S

G

P

a

Dimensions (mm)

a

a'

30.00

b

30.00

b'

2.72

c

7.90

c'

21.00

d

15.00

d'

0.50

0.50

e'

0.s0

0.75

0.75

0.7 5

0.7 5

0.7 5
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4.4 Performance Analysis and Measurement

4.4.1 Antenna in Free Space

Fig. 4-9 Photograph ofthe fabricated ante¡rna

The designed antenna was fabricated (Fig. 4-9) in the machine shop at the university of

Manitoba and several antenna performance measurements was perforrned in the antenna

lab to verify the validity of the design. 1'he antenna's free space RL, vSwR and group

delay measttrements r'r'ere perfbrmed using Anritsu Ìv{E7g0gA Vector Network Analyzer

(vNA)' The antenna radiation pattern measlrrement was done in the anechoic chamber

with CATR facilities (Section. 2.3.2).
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4.4.1.1 Return Loss and VSWR

As mentioned earlier, antenna matching is the indication of ho,uv much power from the

source network arrives at antenna porl for radiation and how much is reflecting back. It is

one of the prime characterizing features about antenna performance. [nput impedance

should be matched to the connecting network for efficient radiation and reduced power

loss due to reflection.

From the plot of the measured VSWR (Fig. a-10) it can be shown rhat an impedance BW

(Srr < -10 dB or VSWR < 2) of (3.80 GHz to I 1.85 GHz:8.05 GFIz) has been achieved.

However, the simulated result displays a larger bandr.vidth and higher upper cut-off

Fig. 4-10 Measurecl and simulated VSWR
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frequency. A probable explanation for this anomaly of predicted and measured VSWR is
I

the intrinsic properties of FR4 substrate that has been used to design this printed antenna.

FR4 is a lossy dielectric whose dielectric constant and dissipation factor are not stable

within the range of frequency. This inconsistent behavior of the substrate nray be one

reason of this anomaly. In addition, as this omnidirectional antenna radiates in all

directions, reflections of the radiated \,vaves occur from surrounding devices, cables and

the walls of the lab which were not taken into account in the sirnulation. Moreover, there

might be slight discrepancy while fabricating the antenna with small structural features

that could also cause this deviation of the result.

4.4.1.2 Measured Group Delay

Group delay and phase Iinearity are not emphasized in the most narrowband antenna

specifìcations. This is because the band ol resonance in a narrowband antenna is

governed by the frequency at which the antenna inpLrt impedance achieves a |inear phase

shift of 1800. This implies the sitLration of LC resonance and r,vith this condition input

impedance has only real contponent. Phase non-linearity of antenna is basically car,rsed

by the reactive components of the input impedance. Narrowband antennas usually show

linear phase response and constant group delay at the vicirrity of resonant band f43]. As

mentioned above, the phase of the radiated fìeld by UWB antenna should be as close to

linear as possible with respect to frequency so that it will not clistort the shape of the

transmitted electrical pulse. In a very broad frequency span, there are modes throughout

the frequency band that contain more power than others. Therefore, perfectly lirrear phase
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is not entirely attainable throughout this

expected.
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The plot of Fig. 4-11 is the group delay variation as a function of frequency, rvhich is

obtained by taking the first derivative of the phase of the antenna. It was measured by

Anritsu ME 7808 VNA. Frorn Fig. 4-ll, iT is evident that maximurn group delay

measured throughout the BW is 0.47 ns. Therefore, it can be expected that, pulse

transmitted or received by the antenna wil[ not be seriously distorted, retaining its shape.

As VNA provides plots of the clifference in group delay viith respect to free spacc, this

value can be of negative value at some frequencies. Negative values of gror-rp delay in

Fig. 4-11 after 11.40 GHz is because of this reason.

45678910't1 12
Frequency in GHz

Fig. 4-l I Antenna's mcasurcd group delay
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4.4.1.3 Radiation Pattern

Antenna radiation pattern demonstrates the spatial distribLrtion of the radiatecl field

components at a certain freqr,rency. By observing the stability of radiation pattern over the

bandr'vidth of operation, antenna's performance stability can be evaluated. Moreover,

radiation pattern plots give the insight of the relative magnitude of co-polarization and

cross-polarization components in certain observation planes. The following plots (Fig.

4-12 to Fig. a4Ð are the measured and simulated gain patterns at different freqr.rency

values(i.e.4.00 GH2,6.00 GHz,and l0.00GHz)inthetwoprincipal planesxZqq:go;

and YZ (q:900), when rlre antenna lies on the Xy (0:90) plane (Fig. 4-7). Fig. a-n @)

is the XZ plane (rp:00) gain patterns at 4.00 CHz where co-polarization cornponents show

omnidirectional radiation characteristics for both the simulated and measured cases. TIle

small ripples in the measured gain patterns are due to the interaction between the antenna

and the support for the measurement set up. Fig. 4-12 (b) is the yz plane (rp=900)

patterns, which represent the antenna's bidirectionaI radiation property with peak

radiation directed along at 0:00 and 0:1800. As the antenna is very small in size,

radiation from the long connecting cable in the measurement set up was significant and it

added to the cross-polarized field of the antenna in that plane (rp:900;. This could be the

reason for higher cross-polarization levels than the simulated values in the yZ plane.
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YZ (<p:ggo) plane, the antenna has bidirectional property with

of 2.82dBiat 6.00 GHz.
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Fig. 4-13 Measured and simulated gain patterns at 6.00 GHz (a) XZ (q= 00) plane (b) yz(q:9gn)
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Patterns at l0 GFIz are shown in Fig. a-ra @) and (b). Ar 10.00 GHz, the cross-
a

polarization levels increase significantly in both planes. Normalized polar plots of gain at

4.00 GH2,6.00 GHz and 10.00 GHz are included in Fig. 4-15
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Fig.4-15 Far-field radiation pattern at XZ and YZ plane (a) 4.00 Gtlz (b) 6.00 GFIz (c) 10.00 Ggz
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Fig. 4-16 and Fig. 4-17 are the measured and

cross-polarization gain variation as a function

YZ ç<p:go', andXZ (q:900).
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In the YZ (q:ggo¡ plane. the maximum variation of the measurecl co-pol gain is 3 dBi.

The measured cross-pol gain has highervalues than the sinrulated values. This is because
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of the radiation of the long connecting cable whose radiated field added directly to the

cross-polarization level of the antenna in this plane. The co-pol gain in the XZ plane

(.p:00) shows larger variation in the operating frequency BW maximum value of 8 dBi.

4.4.1.4 Radiation Pattern of Linear Array

In this section free space radiation characteristics of a two elements linear broadside array

of the antenna has been calculated. [n order to achieve maximum of the array factor of a

uniform linear array towards the broadside direction, each of the elements shoLrld have

the same amplitude and phase excitation. Though, the separation between the elements

can be of any value, if the distance between each element is multiple of wavelength (À)

grating lobes in other directions also occur. For the case of, l"< spacing<2À, scanning of

the main beam in different angles are achieved. Fig.4-18 shows the confrguration of the

linear array with two elements oriented towards Z axis and separated by 25.00 mm (MZ at

6.00 GHz in free space). Uniforrn magnitude and phase excitation have been applied to

each element.

Fig. 4-18 Configuration of the 2-elements broadsicle array
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Fig.4-19 (a) is the XY plane (0:900) pattern at 4.00 GlIz (0.67x spacing), where

maximum radiations are in broadside (along g:900 and g:lg0) with Half power
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(c)

BeamWidth (HPBW) of 900. At 6.00 GI{z with 0.50À spacing berween the elemenrs, rhe

maximum gain is 5 dBi along the phi:900 direction with no grating lobes. At g.00 CHz
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the spacing between the elements is equivalent to 1.33À and the main

towards phi:2700.

4.4.1.5 Time Domain performance Analysis

As mentioned earlier, the UWB antenna's performance is basically deterrnined by its

ability to transmit or receive short EM pulses without incurring a lot of deviation or

distortion of the original source pulse. Time domain antenna response can be divided into

two parts: the main pulse and the tail (Fig. a_20).

Transient

beam is scanned

Resonance

In the main pulse, there are two distingLrishable regions: transient region and resonance

region' The transient region is the response due to the excitation pLrlse and the resonance
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region is the effect of reflections in the internal antenna structure (e.g. end of antenna

structure, antenna shielding, etc.). In the design of UWB antenna, the design goal is to

eliminate the resonance region and minimize the tail as much as possible. The most

effective method of reducing the tail is to resistively load the antenna to reduce reflection

from the end terminal of the antenna [52]. However, this method compromises the overall

efficiency of the antenna.

4.4.1.5.1 Time Domain Antenna Response

To investigate the designed antenna's feasibility for UWB pulse radiation, time domain

simulation has been performed using cornmercially available simulation software

Remcom's XFDTD [56], which is based on the Finite Difference Time Domairr (FDTD)

technique. In the simulation model, antenna was excited with a first derivative of

Gaussian pulse of 0.25 ns time duration and radiated pulse at clifferent points in the far-

field both in the azimuth and zenith planes were calculated to study the antenna,s ringing

effect.

4.4.1.5.2 Antenna Excitation

Gaussian pulse has DC to high frequency components in its spectrum. DC component of

the excitation pulse is one of the factors that contribute to the pulse ringing. The

derivative of Gaussian pulse does not contain low frequency signal components i'cluding

DC' Therefore, it is more sLritable for pulse radiation. A Gaussian derivative pirlse of

duration 0.25 ns (Fig. a-21) was used to excite the antenna.
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Fig' 4'22 shows pulse response at the input porl of the antenna as a fi¡nction of time. The

response is in the form of damped sinusoid of duration l.l5 ns that has peak amplitr¡de of

0'65 volt r'vith doublet type form. The fast decay of the pulse at the antenna port towards

zero ensures the convergence of the time domain simulation.

Fig. 4-21 Gaussian derivative pulse for the antenna cxcitation
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Fig.4-22 Input signal at the antenna port
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4.4.1.5.3 Far-field Pulse Radiation

Fig. 4-23 (a)-(c) show co-polarization components of the

q:00), (0:450, g:00) and (0=900, p:00) inXZorzenith plane as a function of time, while

the antenna structure lies on the Xy plane (0:900¡. These

three points surrounding the width of the antenna structure.
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Fig. 4-23 Pulse radiation (a) (e=00, p:0,) (b) (0=450, ,p=00) (c) (0:900, 9=901
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Fig. 4-23 (a) which shows the antenna response for (0:00, ç:00), illustrates a relatively

moderate ringing effect

magnitude of the electric

of value near 0.60 ns. For

fìeld is below 0.32Y/m.
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Fig' 4-24 (a)-(c) show the co-polarization components at three angles (0:00, q=900),

(0:450, g:900) and (0:900, g:900) i, yzi,on", whire the anrenna srrucrure ries on rrre

XY (0=900) plane' These observation points correspond to three points in a plane over tlre

middle of the antenna structure surrounding the antenna rength. comparing Fig. 4_24

with Fig. 4-23, ringing effects are more significant in yZ(,p:900) plane. This implies that

the radiated pulse in the YZ (q:900) plane gets more distorted than that of in the XZ
(,p=00) plane. Moreover, radiated electric fìeld strength at the XZ (g:0) plane is higher

than that of the YZ çq:ggo¡ plane.

4.4.2 Antenna Immersed in Matching Materiars

In breast imaging, selection of coupling material between antenna and the imaging

medium is imperative' Generally, a significant reflection occurs at the antenna and breast

interface, thus redLlcing signal power. Introducing a coupli¡g medium at the interface can

improve matching and reduce a significant amount of reflection. fherefore, this is a key

issue to improve image quality [57]. Different research groups have used different

materials where permittivity of the material matches to skin, fatty tissue oroil. Intensive

research is still going on to find out the best fit coupling material.

several considerations have to be taken i.to account. A lossy material with low

conductivity whose perrnittivity is compatible with the breast tissue is desirable to

provide acceptable imaging capabilities. vloreover, the material has to be safe. clinically

acceptable and low' cost' In addition. irnpact on environment after clisposing the material

has to be consídered.
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For many years' saline has been used as a convenient coupling material because of the

low contrast r'vith the predominontty high water content of the bocly, suitability to corne in

contact with the human body and low cost. Moreover, its permittivity can be changed by

varying the concentration of salt in the solution [58]. search for alternative liquids which

offer lower intrinsic contrast with breast on average has been going on.

some organic compounds like ethyl alcohol have also the potential to be a coupting

liquid as a low permittivity medium. They are easily disposable and inexpensive, but

when diluting with water to achieve low permiftivity, the level of fumes becomes

unacceptable for clinical use [5g].

Glycerine can also be combined with various proportions with water or saline to achieve

desired permittivity and conductivity, optimized for breast imaging [5g]. Glycerine is non

toxic, inexpensive and doesn't have much detrimental effect on environment. The

drawbacks of using glycerine solution are its widely varying permittivity over the

microwave frequency range and its high conductivity.

Li et al' [5] have used low permittivity and conductivity material like soybean oil (e.=

2'60, o:0'05 S/rn at6 GHz) in their MI experimental serup. sill s/ at. [54lused sirnilar

oil with s.:3 with promising results in their Tissue Scnsing Aclaptive Radar (TSAR)

method for breast imaging. shannon et ut. l4r appried margarine,uvith e,:7.50-6.50 and

o=0.10-0.80 s/m for the frequency range of 1.00 GHz to 13.00 GFIz. Margarine,s

dielectric property is similar to the dielectric property of f,atty tissue. slranon was able to
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image the dielectric properties of stimulant phantom and tumor material. wu et at. [59]
reported that relative pttn,iuiui,y of Vaseline at room temperature is a constant varue of
around 2'50 for frequencies frorn 2.00 GHz Lrp to 20.00 GFIz. As this valLre is close to the

value of soybean oil perrnittivity and it shows a constant behavior over a rarge fiequency

range' vaseline is a promising candidate for coupling medium. Moreover, vaseline is
readily available, a safe material and clinically acceptable.

In this thesis' antenna performance while immersed in three different low perrnittivity

materials; margarine, soybean oil and vaseline, has been studied. In the simLrlation model

the whole antenna structure was immersed in a rectangular box fr¡ll of the correspo'ding

liquid and antenna's impedance bandwidth was carcurated. The dimension of the

rectangular box used in the moder was r30.00 mm x 63.00 mm x r02.00mm. Therefore,

the side walls of the box are within far-field region of the antenna and thus, near-field

coupling from the box material is avoided. The thickness and perrnittivity of the box

material were ignored for sirnpricity. Fig. 4-25shows the simL¡ration rnoder.
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Fig- 4-25 simuration moder [or antenna immersed in matching riquitr

4.4.2.7 Margarine

shannon et al' [4] used a homogeneous mixture of Becel and parkey margarine in a ratio

of 2'50:l as matching material in their experimental set up. The pelnittivity of the

mixture was measured with a specially designed probe and was found to be within the

range of 6'50 to 7 '50 in the frequency band of I .00 GHz to 13.00 GHz. The conductivity

variation at40c was within the range of 0.10 s/m to 0.g0 S/m, with a linear variation with

frequency [4]' These properties are in close proximity to the properties of fatty tissue and

this mixture is reasonably a proper coupling material. The antenna's impedance matching

characteristics was simulated while immersecl in the rectangular box fill of that materíal

and return loss measurement was perforrned using Anrits¡.r MET8OSA vNA. A relative

permittivity (e,) of 6.50 to 7.50 was used in the simulation using a .piece,uvise 
Linear
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Material Input'option of Ansoft HFSS 155] to incorporate the frequency deperrdency. A

constant 'conductivity of value 0.80 s/m r,vas used. Fig. a-26 shows a significant

improvement of impedance BW (Su <-10 dB) over that of free space. lntrodLrction of

margarine significantly reduces the lor.ver cut-off fiequency of the impedance Bw tol.g2

GHz' It can be concluded that in terms of impedance matching the antenna shows a good

performance in the margarine mixture.

rft
L}

:
(Í,

The difference between the calculated and measured return Ioss is probably dr¡e to the

permittivity difference from the value used in the simulation, ,,vhich results from

inhomogenity of mixture of the t\,vo types of margarine used. No measurement has been

performed to determine the actual permittivity and conductivity of the mixture Lrsed in the
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measurement' Moreover, air bubble trapped inside the mixtL¡re might alter the actual

þermittivity of the mixture. Also note that nominar values of permittivity and

conductivity rneasured in [a] was at 40c, but the RL measurement in this work was

performed at room temperature. This fact might arso have some impacts on the

differences between measurement and simulation results.

4.4.2.2 Soybean Oil

Soybean oil is inexpensive, readily available and non toxic. Moreover, its dielectric

properties (e'=2'6' o=0'05 s/m at 6 GHz) resembles very Iow water content fatty tissr-re

[5]' The antenna is simulated while immersed in the recrangular box filled with soybean

oil as shown in Fig' 4-25' Fig.4-27 shows the RL curve of the antenna immersed in

soybean' The simulation and measurement results show a good impedance matching with
lower cut-off frequency of 2.50 GHz. since, in MI, the penetration depth is ror,v and

dispersion is very significant at higher frequencies [9], antenna behavior above I3.00

GHz was not studied' The slight variation between the measured and calculated results

could probably be due to the difference between real and simulated values of permittivity

and conductivity. Moreover, a constant value of permittivity (e,=2.60) and conductivity

(o :0'05 S/m) were used in the sinrulation neglecting the dispersion effect that might be

present in the reality.
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4.4.2.3 Vaseline

It has been reported in [59] that Vaseline possesses a very consistent clielectric property

(e'=2'50' o:0'011 S/m) over a wide range of frequencies and its dielectric property is
similar to very low water content fatty tissue. since Vaserine is a good matching material,

antenna impedance BW immersed in Vaseline was simulated and measured. A very good

impedance BW starting fron2'60 GFIz was achieved. The measured result shows better

matching characteristics compared to free space except slight mismatch around 6.00

GHz' Fig' 4-28 shows the RL curves of the antenna immersed in vaseline and in free

space' The variation between the measured and simr-rlated results is probably due to the

.tþ910
Frequency in GHz

Fig.4-27 Return loss in soybean oil and free space
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difference of permittivity and conductivity values of Vaseline used in the simulation

model with actual case and dispersion effect that was not accou.ted in the simulation.

c0E
.c

U,

rlU10
Frequency in GHz

Fig. 4-28 Rcturn loss in Vaseline ancl free space

4.5 Chapter Summary

A new diamond shaped printed uwB monopore antenna design was proposed in this
chapter which can attain free space and inliquid impedance Bw more than i00%. Design

details and some compLlted and measured parameters of this antenna are also presented.

obtained results show a great perforfiìance that makes this ante'na suitable for MI
application.
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In the next chapter a new design and

will be presented.

performance analysis of a UWB wide slot antenna
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chapter 5 : cPW Fed u\ryB slof Antenna"

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, design and deveropment of a co-pranar wavegLride (cpw) fed uwB
taper arc slot antenna [61], [62] is introduced and some antenna parameters measurement

and simulation resurts such as RL, vswR, radiation pattern and group deray are

described' The obtained results illustrate a free space impedance Bw of g.6g cHz (from

2'89 GHz to l2'58 GHz) and fairly stable radiation pattern over large BW. Moreover,

some time domain simulation results and antenna matching characteristics while

immersed in coupling materials have been illustrated. A very good agreement between

the predicted values and measurements has been achieved. The design considerations for
achieving broadband operation of this printed antenna have also been described in details.

5.2 Geometry and Ðesign

A variety of feed-slot cornbinations for the uwB slot antennas has been described in

[26]-[38]' The slot antenna proposed in this chapter was designed on a dielectric sr-rbstrate

of thickness 1.60 mm and relativepermittivity e,=2.50,anc| is depicted in Fig.5_1. A feed

of similar shape and with a size of one third to half of a slot usually provides optimum

coupling and good matching l24l;therefore a taper arc radiating slot and a tuning stub of
the same shape with approximately one third of the slot has been placed inside the slot.
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The maximum height of the feed stub was obtained to a value of 42.50 mm. The radius of

curvature of the feed stub (half of dI) has been runed to a value of z.io rnm which is

equal to the half wavelength at the uppercut-off frequency of 12.50 GHz. The radius of

the slot (half of Dl) has the value of 24.85 mm that corresponds to the half wavelength

value around 3.50 GHz.

W

The tapering enables the slot to sustain multiple resonant modes and thus ensures

wideband operation [38]. Tapering also helps to reduce antenna's physical area by

creation of larger slot length in a smaller area. coLrpling between the feecl-slot

combination and impedance matching at the higher freqLrency range depends on the gap

wiclth 'h' [26]-L271' The base of the tuning stub has been linearly tapered to provide a

good impedance match. The variatiorr impedance rnatching characteristics of the antenna

with the varying values of 'h' have been shor.vn in Fig. 5-2. For value of h=3 mm. the
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best impedance match in the frequency range were obtained. Sirnulated surface current

distribution along the antenna structure at 4.00 GHz has been'shor,vn in Fig.5-3. The

critical ttlned dimensions of the antenna obtained flom Ansoft HFSS f55] have been

tabulated in Table 5-1.

Fig. 5-2 Variation of impedance BW with feed_slot gap_,h,

Fig. 5-3 simulated current distribution arong the antenniì surface at 4.00 GHz
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Table 5-1 critical design parameters of the wicre srot antenna

(Parameters shown in Fig. 5_1)

Parameters Dimensions (mm)
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Fig. 5-4 Photograph ofthe fabricated slot antenna

5.3 Performance Analysis and Measurement

5.3.1 Free Space

The designed slot antenna has been fabricated (Fig. 5-a) in the machine shop at the

urriversity of Manitoba and several antenna performance measurements have been

performed in the antenna lab to verify the expected and measured results for the

validation of the design. Antenna's free space RL, vSwR and groLrp delay measurement

have been performed using Anritsu ME7808A vNA at the anrenna lab of University of

Manitoba. The antenna far-field radiation pattern measLrrement has been performed in the
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anechoic chamber with GATR facilities (section 2.3.2)at the antenna lab in university of
Manitoba. q

5.3.1.1 R.eturn Loss and VSWR

Antenna inpr:t impedance should be matched to the connecting network for efficient
radiation from the antenna, whire reducing power loss due to reflection at the port.

0

-10

-15

f¡a -20
,c

1tr
Ø

-30

-35

40

45

From the plot of the measured return ross (Fig. 5-5), it is evident that impedance Bw (s¡¡
<-10 dB or VswR<2) of (2'89 GHzto 12.58 GHz:9.69 Gtz)has been achieved which
covers the whole uwB frequency range. Moreover, the calculated and measured values

show an excellent agreement with each other. Ho'uvever, slight deviation of the upper cut-

02¿e
Fiequency in GHz

Fig. 5-5 Measured and simulated return loss
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off frequency of the antenna can be attributed to

computational exigencies of simulation software.

The measured and simulated vswR curve (Fig. 5-6) of the antenna also sLrpports the

good impedance matching behavior of the antenna over the whole uwB frequency band

that corresponds to 125%o impedance BW.

mainly fabrication inaccuracy and

E.I
U'

- -Símulated

-*-- l,,leasured

Frequency ilr GHz

Fig. 5-6 Measured and simulated VSWR
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5.3.1.2 Measured Group Delay
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The plot of Fig' 5-7 is the group delay variation as a function of frequency. The grolrp

delay of the antenna was measured by Anritsu ME 7g0g vNA at the antenna lab,

university of Manitoba. This plot shows that maximum grollp delay variation over the

BW of operation of the antenna is ress than 0.60 ns, with an average of 0.30 ns

approximately' Therefore, it can be expected that, the antenna transfer function will not

have significant detrimental effect on the uwB pulse radiated by the antenna and pulse

shape will be retained' As vNA plots the dilference in group delay r,vith respect to free

space, this group delay variation can be of negative value at some frequency band. Fig.

5-7 illustrates negative varues of group deray after g.00 GI-rz for this reason.

468
Frequency in GHz

Fig.5-7 Measurcd group delay

10 12
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5.3.1.3 Radiation pattern

The following plots (Fig' 5-s to Fig.5-10) are the measured a'cr simurated far-fierd
components of the radiation pattern of the antenna at different frequency varues (i.e.4.00
GHz, 6'00 GLIz, and g.00 GHz) in the xZ 1g:go¡ and yz(ç:g00) pranes when anrenna
lies on the Xy ¡e:g00) prane. Fig. 5-g (a) is rhe xz çç=go¡prane gai' partern at 4.00
GHz' with maximum gain along the direction, 0=Q0 0f value 2.12 dBi.But, the cross_
polarization rever in xZ çg:go¡ prane is high. The measured yz prane(rp=900) pattern
(Fig' 5-s (b)) shows higher cross-polar izationvalues than the simurated case. This is due
to the close proximity of the connecting probe to the slot edge and racriatíon lrom the
cable of trre measuremenr set up. Fig. 5-9 (a) and (b) are the gain pa*erns at 6.00 GFIz.
Patterns become more directive after g.00 GFiz (Fig.5-r0). At g.00 cFIz maximum
Ineasured gain in xz çp:go¡ plane along 0:00 is 6.26 dìi.This aberration occurs because
of the unequal phase distribution of the signal at the srot at higher frequencies. Actuary,
this phenomenon is one of the common drawbacks of uwB srot antennas. Moreover,
cross-polarization components achieve higher values as frequency of operation incr.eases.
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Fig. 5-12 and Fig. 5-13 are the plors

of the radiated field components with

of YZ (rp:900) and XZ (g:00) plane maximurn gain

frequency.
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The maximum variation of the co-porarization gain ín yz(q:g,o) 
prane js around 6 dBiin the frequency span of 3'00 GHzto 12.00GH2. Flowever, the simurated varues of co-polarization gain after 9'00 GFlzsholvs large variations and have higher varues. This isprobably due to the computational exigencies at the higher frequncies. The simurated andmeasured Xz çç=gos plane maximum gain components agree wet with each otrrersexcept deviations after 10.00 CHz.

5.3.1.4 Radiation pattern of LinearArray

Fig' 5-r4 shows the configuration of the rinear array of two erements arong
oriented towards z-axis separated by 25.00 mm (M2at 6.00 GHz). uniform
and phase excitation have been applied to each element for broadside pattern.

Fig. 5- I 5

maximum

Fig.5_t.1 Configuration of the 2_elements broaclside array

(a) is the simulated Xy plane ¡0=900) radiation paftern at
radiations are in broadside (along g=900 and g=1g00; with

102

X-axis and

magnitude

4.00 GFIz, rvhere

HPBW of 500. At



6'00 GHz the maximum racliation is 3.19 dBi and there is no sidelobes in the Xy (0:900)

plane. At 8.00 GHz,the spacing between the erements is r.33), oni tn.

8.92 dBi with HPBW of 300 is directed along 900 and 2700.
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5.3.1.5 Time Domain performance Analysis

As mentioned before' the uwB Antenna's performance is basicaily determined by itsability to transmit or receive short EM pulses without incurring much deviation ordistortion of the original source pulse. To investigate the designed antenna,s feasibirity
for uwB pulse radiation' some time domain simLrratior was performed Lrsing Remcom,s

'FDTD 
[56]' In the simulation model, antenna was excited with a first derivative of

Gaussian pulse of very narrow time duration and radiated purse at different points in thefar-field both in azimuth and zenith planes were found to examine the ringing of the
radiated pulse from the antenna.

5.3.1.5.1 Antenna Excitation

.40

.20

00

-.20

-.4A

-60

{-r
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Fig. 5-16 Input signal :rt thc nntenna port

3
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A Gaussian derivative pulse of duration 0.25 ns (Fig. a-21) has been irsed as an excitation
pulse by the source to excite the anterna' Fig. 5"-16 shows purse at the input port of the
antenna as a function of time which is in the form of a damped sinusoid with maxinrum
value of 0.58 V.

5.3.1.5.2 Far-field pulse Radiation

Fig' 5- I 7 (a)-(c) show co-po larization components of the far-fierd for three angres (0:00,
p=00), (0=450, g:00) and (0:900, q:00) in the xZ or zenithprane as a function of time,
while the antenna structure lies on the XY 10:900) pra'e. These observations correspond
to three points surrounding the width of the anten.a structure.
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Fig' 5-17 (a) is the time domain pulse plot just vertically above the antenna (0:00, q:00)

which illustrates ringing effect incurred by the antenna or value near 1.00 ns witlr

maximum fielcl strengrh of -0.54 v/m. In the othertwo points inxzprane (Fig.5_r7 (b),

Fig.5-17 Pulse radiarion (a) (0=00,,p:00) (b) (0=450,,p:0,) (c) (0=900,9:60;

(c)). the pulse ringing is same but field strength is less than that of (0=00, e:00).
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Time in ns

(c)
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Fig' 5-18 (a)-(c) show co-polarization components of the far-field at three angles (0:00,

q:900), (0:450, q:90) and (0:900, e:900) intheyz(rp=900) plane as a fi¡nqion of tirne,

while the antenna structure is praced on the Xy (0:900) prane. These observations

correspond to three points in a plane over the middle of the antenna strLlctlrre along the

antenna lerigth. In cornparison between the far-fìeld pLrlses in the xz çg:go¡plane (Fig.
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5-17) to yZ plane (Fig. 5_l g), the ringing efl.ecr of the pulse

(rp=900) prane' Moreorner, rnaximum fierd stre'gth is rower (54

plane.

5'3'2 Antenna rnrnnersed in Matching Materiars

In this section. antenna impedance BW while

permittivity materials such as margarine, soybean

similar to the printed monopole antenna (Chapter 4)

rs more signifìcant in yZ

tirnes) in the yZ (rp=900)

immersed in three different low

oil and Vaseline has been studied,

Fig' 5-lg Simuration moder of the antenna immersed in thc matching riquid

5.3.2.1 Margarine

The RL of the slot antenna has been sirnulated (Fig. 5-r9) a'd measured when the whore
antenna structure was immersed in the margarine mixtures havi'g perrninivity r.vithin the
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range of 6.50 to 7.50 in the frequency range of 1.00 GFIz to 13.00 GHz. The conductivity

variation of that homogeneous mixture is within the range of 0.10 S/rn to 0.g0 S/m with a
q

linear variation with frequency. These dielectric properties are in close proximity to the

properties of fatty tissue and this is a reasonably suitable material as a coupling material.

-20
rû
:E

- -so
F

Ø

Fig. 5-20 shows the impedance BW (sr<-10 dB) of 7.90 GFIz(r.60 GHz-9.50 GHz) has

been achieved which depicts greaterthan 100% impedance BW. It is observable that total

BW of the antenna reduces in margarine compared to that in free space, but the Iower

cut-off frequency of the antenna reduces signifìcantty from 2.89 GHz in free space to

l'60 GYlz in nrargaritre mixture. Overall, this antenna still shows a reasonably good

performance in the margarine mixture.
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5.3.2.2 Soybean Oil

Soybean oil's dielectric properties (e,:2.60, o:0.05 S/m at 6.00 GFIz) are similar to very

low r'vater content fàtty tissue [5]. The matching characteristic of the designed slot

antenna is calculated while imrnersed in the rectangular box fìlled with soybean oil as

shown in Fig.5-19.

cû '4u
L.'

t-
:
(Í, -30

Fig' 5-21 shows the RL curve of the antenna immersed in soybean. The simulation result

shows a good impedance matching (s, <-10 dB) of frequency span of 9.r0 GHz from

1'80 GFIz to 10.90 GHz. Similar to the previor-rs case of margarine, lower cut-off

frequency has been lowered in soybean oil to 1.80 GHz. The small variation between the

110
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Fig. 5-21 Return loss in soybean oil and free space



measured and the simulated values is probably due to the difference of the permittivity

and conductivity values used in the calculation than the real set up values and dispersive

nature of the soybean that was neglected in the simr:lation.

5.3.2.3 Vaseline

cû '20
E

:
u, -30

Antenna impedance BW immersed in Vaseline was also simulated and measured. very

good impedance BW of 9.50 GHz starting from 2.15 GHzto 11.65 GHz was achievecl.

Fig' 5-22 shows the RL curve of the antenna immersed in Vaseline and in the free space.

Frequency in GHz

Fig.5-22 Rcturn loss in Vaseline and free space
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5.4 Chapter Surnmary

A novel UWB printed taper-arc slot antenna design was proposed in this chapter which

can attain free space and in-liquid impedance BW more than 100%. Design details and

some computed and measured parameters of this antenna are also presented elaborately.

Both calculated and measured results show a great promise of the antenna to be used in

MI experimental set up.
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chapter 6: conclusions and Guidance for

Future Research

6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis a comprehensive representation of two new UWB antennas including

design, simulation and testing is presented. Some essential fundamental considerations in

antenna design, analysis and measurement have been outlined initially. In addition, a

resourceful study of different UWB antenna topologies has been presented to provide a

background to the development of UWB antenna research arena. For both of the designed

antennas several parameters like impedance BW, group delay, radiation pattern, gain and

pulse ringing effect are investigated to evaluate the strengths and shortcomings of the

designs.

Between the two designed antennas, the diamond shaped printed antenna attained

measured free space impedance BW frorn 3.80 GFIz to 11.85 GHz. ThoLrgh this

corresponds to BW greater than 100%, still it is necessary to bring the lower cut-off

frequency down to trtilize the lower band of fiequency. This antenna shows irnproved

impedance match while immersed in three matching materials: margarine, soybean oil

and Vaseline. One of the limitations associated with that antenna is the lower value of

directivity or gain. This is because of the antenna's near omniclirectional radiation
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pattern, small size and lossy characteristics of the FR4 substrate. Although, the radiation

pattern of the antenna shows reasonably stable characteristics over a large frequency BW.

the cross-polarization components of the radìated field start to increase relative to the co-

polarization components as frequency increases.

The slot antenna designed, achieved larger free space impedance BW of 2.89 GHz to

12.58 GlIz compared to the diamond shaped printed monopole. The directivity value is

also greater than that of the diamond antenna. The main shortcoming of the slot antenna

is higher value of cross polarized components. The group delay variation is more in the

slot antenna, so the diamond shaped printed antenna demonstrates slightly better time

domain performance. In different coupling materials. both of the antennas demonstrate

different matching characteristics. For example, in margarine the diamond shaped

antenna's return loss is better than the slot antenna. On the contrary, in Vaseline, the slot

antenna demonstrates better matching characteristics than the diamond shaped antenna.

6.1.1 Thesis Contributions

The discussion and the achieved results for the two designed antennas in this dissertation

should provide an insightful perspective on elementary requirements on antenna systems,

diflerent topologies of UWB antennas, and their design and testing. Moreover, UWB

antennas' impedance match response in certain matching materials was investigated. It

was shown that printed planar antennas can be a good supplement of other complex and

volumetric antennas used in MI applications.
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6.2 Guidance for F uture 'Works

From the acquired results for both antennas. it is evident that antenna design and structure

require some refinement to have a better performance under the defined specifications.

In this thesis, antenna time domain performance is only simulated. Time domain

measurements still have to be carried out to validate the prediction.

Similarly, after experimental set up is implernented, the antenna's performance as a part

of the whole system should be examined.

An investigation for the radiation characteristics of the array of both antennas can be

made.

Further studies can be made to reduce the cross-polarization level of the both antennas.

An attempt can be made to increase the vertical components of the current to improve

polarization purity by introducing more slots along the patch which can guide current in

the antenna along the desired direction. Attempts can be taken to improve the effìciency

of printed monopole antenna by reducing losses associated with it.
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